PRESERVATION OF JAVANESE LANGUAGE ON GANJAR PRANOWO’S CONVERSATION IN PANDEMIC OF COVID-19
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ABSTRACT

The research aimed to see a relevance of the preservation of the Javanese language in Javanese conversations that Ganjar Pranowo carried out during the COVID-19 pandemic. The resulting data was about the level in the language that included word level, phrase level, and sentence level. Also, several manners, unggah ungguh, and ethics were produced that could become examples or role models for the people of Central Java. The research applied a qualitative method. The data source was the utterances contained in the uploads of Ganjar Pranowo in the form of video recordings that included primary data in the form of utterances or parts of spoken speech from various speeches and communications from the people of Central Java with Ganjar Pranowo. The research show that preservation of the Javanese language through conversations between leaders and the community has positive implications. This means that the preservation of the Javanese language is carried out optimally in the social sphere. This activity is well recorded and uploaded on social media, Ganjar Pranowo, a figure who has high credibility. The social sphere is an important component used to preserve Javanese language, culture, and traditions.
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INTRODUCTION

Language functionally describes grammar structures through its communicative functions and understands grammatical structures due to an adaptive process. In the adaptive process, the grammar is adapted to serve the communicative needs of its users. Language is a culture that is created and used by humans themselves as a means of communication. Language is also a means of self-expression and a means of communication as well as a means of showing self-identity (Chotimah, Untari, & Budiman, 2019). Broadly speaking, communication is every form of someone’s behavior, both verbal and nonverbal, which other people respond to. Communication includes a broader sense than just an interview. Every form of behavior expresses a certain message, so it is also a form of communication (Johnson in Supraktiknya, 2016).

The language itself can be said to be a formal system of signs that is subject to various grammatical rules to convey meaning. To understand the meaning of a speaker, the interlocutor must always interpret the utterances (Hardini, 2014). The view of language relates to language study in a pragmatic, cognitive, and interactive framework. Interaction alone cannot be separated from a conversation. Interaction in the conversation has the meaning of a series of behaviors that occur between two or more people, even several people who respond mutually. Therefore, the interactions that occur through conversation can mutually influence each other’s behavior. Social interaction can be defined as dynamic social relationships. The occurrence of social interaction begins with communication in conversation and social contacts.

The conversations taking place in today’s society are not as active and as much as they were before. Because right now, the world is grieving the outbreak of the coronavirus (COVID-19) which has
The problem is the lack of learning to upload the Javanese language for the community, especially young people. Ganjar Pranowo’s conversation in Javanese speech acts with the community can be an example of politeness for the community. It is mainly politeness in Javanese for the younger generation (millennial). It is undeniable that more and more young people currently perceive Javanese as an old, embarrassing, and outdated language. The conversations carried out by Ganjar Pranowo, which are uploaded via social media, Instagram, when viewed at a glance, showing politeness and learning how to unggah unguh when talking to older people, the same age, younger, and children. In addition, it also shows how the young generation should behave when interacting with other people. It should be noted that the younger generation is now experiencing a moral crisis.

Research on language studies related to COVID-19 has been carried out by Listyarini and Nafarin (2020). It states that the discovery of five forms of deixis, namely personal deixis, place deixis, time deixis, discourse deixis, and social deixis. Based on the relevant research that has been done, research on language studies related to COVID-19 has only just found one. Research on language studies related to COVID-19 as a preservation of the Javanese language has not been found in previous research. So, the research has a novelty and a difference with previous research that discusses language related to COVID-19.

METHODS

This is a qualitative descriptive research using a pragmatic research approach. This qualitative descriptive research emphasizes the quality of the discussion of problems, not the quantity (results) of research calculations (Moleong, 2017). The data source in the research is the utterances contained in Ganjar Pranowo’s upload in the form of video recordings from his social media (Instagram). Based on existing data sources, 32 records are generated. Each recording has a duration of approximately 00:59 seconds. The recording chosen is occurred during the corona pandemic and contains a Javanese conversation between Ganjar Pranowo and the community. Data is a special lingual phenomenon directly related to the problem in question, which in pragmatics is in the form of speech in oral or written form in certain contexts (Sudaryanto, 2015).

The technique used in studying data from oral data sources is the technique through the observation method. The listening technique is a technique of analyzing data by a researcher by listening to the use of language (Rohmadi, Kundharu, & Hastuti, 2019). Then it is done by technique of notes and documentation. The data is validated using triangulation techniques.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The following are forms of Javanese language preservation in the realm of the Central Javanese...
In the word fragment, there is a form of Javanese language preservation at the level of words, phrases, and sentences. At the word level, the preservation of the Javanese language can be seen in the fragments of the speech nggih ‘yes’, and nggih pak ‘Yes, sir’. The words nggih and inggih are some of the words from the Javanese language included in the unggah unguh base level, namely basa krama. Basa krama for Javanese people reflects politeness. In addition, the word is spoken in a conversation between a leader and the community, which has its charm. This can be called the preservation of the Javanese language. Meanwhile, preservation at the phrase level is not seen in the transcription above, namely the first video.

Furthermore, at the sentence level, it can be seen in Ora sah salaman (no need to shake hands), kene dikei (sabun) kabez sing arep mlebu pasar kon nganggo sabun (here give (soap) everyone who wants to enter the market telling them to use soap.), mengko ngomong nggih karo petugase, sama pak Gubernur kene kon menehi sabun (say yes to the officer, said the governor here was told to give a soap), metu maka pasar sabunan meneh (after leaving the market, use soap again), and Bu, ten pundi bu? (Where are you going?)

Sentence Ora sah salaman is a Javanese sentence that is included in the basa ngoko level. This sentence is included in the unggah-ungguh base harsh. Sentence ora sah salaman is pronounced by a leader and included in the category of command sentences addressed to the public during the COVID-19 pandemic. Then, the next sentence Kene dikei (sabun) kabez sing arep mlebu pasar is also included in unggah-ungguh basa ngoko and is pronounced by a leader as a sentence of instruction to the community. Next, in the sentence mengko ngomong nggih karo petugase is included in unggah-ungguh basa ngoko which is refined. The sentence looks smooth because of the word nggih, which is a kind of basa krama. In addition, there is also the sentence metu maka pasar sabunan meneh, which is also included in unggah-ungguh basa ngoko. The sentence uttered by this leader is a command sentence. The last sentence in the first video is Bu, ten pundu bu? which is the level of unggah-ungguh basa krama. It is said to be basa krama because it uses the words ten and pundu, which are included in the word category in krama.

These sentences can be said to be the preservation of the Javanese language. These sentences occur in the interaction between the Governor and residents in the market area. During the conversation process, a leader uses Javanese, even though there are residents who speak Indonesian. However, when residents respond in Indonesian, Ganjar as the leader who held the conversation still responds in Javanese. It can be said that it is a form of Javanese language preservation in society. Javanese is a communication tool that can attract the hearts of the people. In this case, language is used as a form of approach to discipline and socialize public health protection.

Ganjar cycling meets mothers who are shopping. The data in the second video is uploaded on the social media Instagram. Ganjar Pranowo involves interaction with the community that can be seen in this transcription.
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The conversation fragment is a form of Javanese language preservation at the level of words, phrases, and sentences. At the word level, the preservation of Javanese is seen in the fragments of the utterances of nngi ‘yes’, prei ‘holiday’, dan Adoh ‘far’. Nngi is included in the level of unggah-ungguh basa krama. So, it can be called the preservation of the Javanese language in the level of basa krama. Next, utterance prei which is in Javanese, is included in all levels of unggah-ungguh basa. So, it can be said as basa ngoko and krama. Then, utterance adoh, which is a word in unggah-ungguh basa ngoko. So, the level of words in the second video contains the levels of unggah-ungguh basa ngoko and krama.

Meanwhile, Javanese language preservation at the level of phrases can be seen in the passage such as inggih, Pak (Yes, Sir), nah walah pinter (Yes, that is smart), and rada adoh (far enough). The first utterance inggih, Pak is a speech that is included in unggah-ungguh basa krama level. The speech contains the meaning of being obedient to what is ordered. Second, nah walah pinter is included in unggah-ungguh basa. Third, rada adoh is a speech in unggah-ungguh basa ngoko level.

Furthermore, the level of sentences can be seen in the speech of ampun cedhak-cedhak (do not close). This speech is included in unggah-ungguh basa krama level because the word used in the sentence is one of the words in polite courtesy. Then, the utterance with the sentence terus nek saged kemen-mana bawa untuk cuci tangan (then, if you can, take it anywhere to wash your hands) contains words of krama, ngoko, and Indonesian. The sentences Dhuwit niki .. iki paling gampang nularke .. mulane njenengan nek bar niku cuci tangan .. Bakule rada adoh .. Nek blanja ngeten niki rak apik iki, malah boten usah nang pasar nggihi ta (This money .. this is the easiest to transmit .. therefore wash your hands immediately .. the seller is a bit far away .. if shopping like this is good, you don’t need to go to the market), nngihi, kok boten woten pertemuan nggihi pak (how come there is no meeting, Sir), ora sah sek, ora sah pertemuan sek (you do not need to, you do not have to meet first), prei, prei, pertemuan online sak niki nggihi (meetings are online now, huh), mangkhi nyuwan tuling sepuluh nggene ibu-ibu (later, ask for help, ladies), and disosialisikan aja cedhak-cedhak, cuci tangan sering-sering, sehat kahbe nggihi (socialize, do not be close, wash your hands often, all healthy) also contain krama and ngoko.

The Javanese language used by Ganjar Pranowo with the community mostly uses Javanese ngoko and krama madya. Ngoko language seems more familiar when used. Furthermore, usually, those who use basa ngoko are children with children, parents to young people, and leaders to subordinates. In the context of the conversation above, it can be seen that there are uploads by Ganjar. The uploads can be seen in the selection of sentences used to respond to public speech. Sometimes Ganjar uses ngoko, and sometimes he uses krama. All of this is included in the preservation of the Javanese language in terms of unggah ungguh.

The data in the third video shows Ganjar Pranowo’s activities while visiting a mall in the city of Semarang. He visits Citra Land Mall Semarang in preparation for the New Normal. Speech that uses Javanese when having conversations with the community can be seen in this transcription.

Warga: “Oke.”
Ganjar: “Saya tidak mau menutup toko. Tolong njenengan tertib. Oke ya?”
Warga: “Oke, Pak.”
Ganjar: “Pilih nganggo masker apa tokone ditutup?”
Warga: “Pakai masker Pak.”
Ganjar: “.”

That conversation fragment shows a form of Javanese language preservation in level sentences. The levels of words and phrases are not visible in the chapters. Meanwhile, the sentence level can be seen in Nek ora idumu muncrat (If not later, your saliva will come out), Tolong njenengan tertib (Please keep your order), and pilih nganggo masker apa tokone ditutup? (Choose to wear a mask, or the shop will be closed?). The speech in the data has no arrangement in the form of words and phrases because Ganjar provides more input. Besides, people who are invited to speak also responded more in Indonesian. In the transcription, there is also unggah ungguh where Ganjar uses the correct language selection. It is different when Ganjar visits the market; he seems more familiar and more dominant in using the Javanese language frankly. This, there is knowledge in terms of ethics of self-placement. All of this is included in the preservation of the Javanese language because Ganjar Pranowo does not directly contain the Javanese’s basic principles and identity.

The data in the fourth video shows Ganjar Pranowo’s activities when he resumes work normally in the Central Java provincial government. This interaction happens at the Central Java Provincial Government when he returns to work. Speech in Javanese when conversing with provincial government staff and employees can be seen in this transcription.

In the conversation section, there is a form of Javanese language preservation at the level of words, phrases, and sentences. At the word level, Javanese language preservation can be seen in the fragment of the nggih ‘yes’ speech. Meanwhile, preservation at the level of phrases is not seen in the above passage. Then, the sentence level can be seen in Mika wae, mika, nek ora duwe ya plastik ki ora apa-apa. Plastik kaya warung (Just Mika, if you do not have plastic it is okay), Sharing umpama latepo and komputere nek isa usahakan tidak ada yang bareng-bareng (Sharing if the laptop and computer if possible are not used together), and Nek ketemu kancane ora usah nggabilok-nggabilok (If you meet a friend, you do not need to hit him). Based on the transcription results, it is revealed that there is the preservation of the Javanese language in office environments. Ganjar Pranowo tries to keep using Javanese in his official office. This can be said to be the preservation of the Javanese language because a leader is not ashamed to use his local language. The activities carried out by Ganjar Pranowo can be an example for staff and employees who work in the Central Java provincial government.

Apart from the things that have been explained earlier, the preservation of the Javanese language can also be seen in the existing ethics and unggah unggih. There is a difference from previous data, where when Ganjar visits the market, meets women, visits the Mall, and is in the provincial government. If the data from the incident while in the provincial environment in the Ganjar administration looks relaxed and a little frankly speaking out; however, the response from the interlocutors is minimal. It is because the interlocutors still have feelings of shame and respect for Ganjar Pranowo, who is the Governor of Central Java.

The data in the fifth video shows the activities of Ganjar Pranowo, who is travelling around the city of Semarang on a bicycle and meeting the little mosque administrators. Cycling is one of Ganjar Pranowo’s hobbies. Then he uses this hobby to disseminate information to the public about health protocols. The meeting between Ganjar Pranowo and the little mosque officials results in a conversation that can be seen in the transcription.

Ganjar: “Ora sah salaman! Rada adoh.”
Warga: “Setunggal meter nggih pak.”
Ganjar: “He.e. gene pinter kowe, setunggal meter.”
Warga: “Iha nggih og.”
Ganjar: “Karpete digulung wae.”
Warga: “O nggih.”
Ganjar: “Karpete njenengan gulung, terus
dipel nganggo sabun, soahnya itu kalau dipakai banyak orang kita gak pernah tau, terus langsung digulung nggih. nek aku liwat rene digulung lho. nggih..oke’’
Warga: “Siap!”

In this word fragment, there is a form of Javanese language preservation at the level of words, phrases, and sentences. The level of words as a preservation of the Javanese language can be seen in the fragment of the speech nggih ‘Yes’, He.e ‘Yes’. Then at the phrase level, Javanese language preservation can be seen in the speech fragments such as rada adoh (It’s a bit far), Lha nggih og (Yes, that’s it). Furthermore, namely the level of sentences that can be seen in the passage such as ora sah salaman (No need to shake hands), Setunggal meter nggih, Pak (One meter, Sir), Karpete digulung wae, terus dipel nganggo sabun (Just roll up this carpet then mop the floor with soap), Terus langsung digulung nggih (Then rolled up immediately), Nek aku liwat rene digulung lho (If I go through here, rolled it right away).

Based on these data described, it is found that there are three levels of complete Javanese preservation. The three levels are word level, phrase level, and sentence level. In addition to the discovery of levels in language, some conversations take place between Ganjar Pranowo and the people of Central Java, which results in almost all of them in Javanese. Starting from Ganjar, who uses Javanese, namely ngoko, makes people respond in Javanese too, and even responds by using krama language.

The activities that occur between Ganjar Pranowo and the community are one of the preservation of the Javanese language. The use of ngoko and krama language, which are unggah-unggih basa (language manners), shows that people understand the ethics in placing themselves. This activity can be an example for the wider community. Moreover, the activities between Ganjar Pranowo and the community during the COVID-19 pandemic are uploaded on his social media, where he is very influential and has high credibility.

The activities carried out by Ganjar Pranowo are one of the tricks to attract people to comply with health protocols in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic that is currently hitting all countries in the world. These activities have indirectly become one of the things in preserving the Javanese language in this modern era. In addition to preserving the Javanese language, this activity is also ethics and unggah unggih that can be learned and imitated by the people of Central Java in particular, as well as the wider community in general.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the discussion, it can be concluded that the form of Javanese preservation in Javanese conversations conducted by Ganjar Pranowo during
the COVID-19 pandemic results in several levels. This level includes word level, phrase level, and sentence level. Besides, several manners, unggah ungguh, and ethics are also produced that can be an example or role model for the wider community, especially the people of Central Java.

The preservation of the Javanese language through interactions and conversations between leaders and the community has positive implications. This means that the preservation of the Javanese language runs optimally in the social sphere. This activity is well recorded and uploaded on social media by Ganjar Pranowo, a figure who has high credibility. The social sphere is an important component used to preserve Javanese language, culture, and traditions. In line with that, the preservation of the Javanese language needs to be encouraged to stem the language shift that is increasingly running sporadically. Thus, the Javanese language will not experience disintegration during society or its native speakers.
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